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SIGNIFICANCE TO THE CONSUMER OF LABELING 
F RAYON AND PIECE GOO IN 1948 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION AND CONSIDERATIONS 

With the advent of the man-made fibers, it 

hes become increasingly difficult for the consumer 
to judge the performence of piece goods. The new 

fibers have either been used alone or blended with 

natur31 fibers to produce mateia1s with a wide range 

of qualities. Together with the new fibers are meny 

new finishes, which also complicste the consumer's 

problems in judging fabric quality. Most of these 

finishes produce qualities in the material which can- 

not be detected by appearance or feel. Among such 

finishes are water repellency, shrinkage control, 

crease resistance, fume fading, and flame resistance. 

The many changes which have taken place in the textile 

world in this era, leave the consumer without an 

accurate yardstick by which to gauge quality. 

There are visible qualities she can judge, such 

as colors, design, and firmness of material. However, 

the hidden characteristics which largely determine the 

serviceability of the goods, are not so easy to judge. 

(43) The color-fastness to sun and to washing, the 



amount of residual shrinkage to be expected, the fiber 

content, special finishes which have been applied, the 

method of caring for the material--all are considera- 

tions the consumer cannot determine without agsistance. 

There are several ways in which n consumer can 

go about discovering such hidden qa1ities, She can 

question the sales person; she can. identify the fabric 

by the manufacturer or distributor; she can judge 

quality in terms of price; or she cnn read any label 

attached to the fabric or the bolt. 

This study has been limited to labeling of rayon 

and cotton piece goods as these fabrics are in the low- 

est price range and are purchased widely by the average 

consumer. The field of piece goods was decided upon 

rather than that of ready-msde garments as several 
studies have been made on the latter but no thorough 

investigation on piece goods has yet been conducted. 

The author endeavored to determine the prevalence and 

types of labels and their use by the manufacturer, the 
retailer, and the consumer. The desirability of labels 

and the information wanted on them by the consuner are 

two other aspects this study includes. It also delves 

into the labeling practices used by stores. 
A general study of litbeling from its beginning 

to the present day was made in order to get a 
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comprehensive picture from the con- 

verter's, retailer's, and consumer's point of view. 

The work of organizations and movements for and 

against labeling were studied, Laws governing the 

labeling of textiles wore examined. 

The historical facts concerning the development 

of labeling were obtained largely from periodicals at 

the Oregon State College Library. One outstanding 

source of information was Business Week. 

Letters of inquiry were sent to several large 

fabric manufacturing concerns known to have special 

testing services, to learn the specific tests they deem 

desirable for their materials. They ere also ques- 

tioned about their reactions to consumer interest or 

non-interest In labels. 

The most vital information was obtained from 

questionnaires sont to home sewers in Bonton County, 

Oregon. The questionnaire was designed to secure the 

consumers' point of view on the labeling of rayon and 

cotton piece goods; their experiences with information 

obtained from labels or from sales persons; and theIr 

familiarity with textile terms com«only used on labels. 

An effort was made to discover their desires and needs 
in labels. Three hundred twenty-four questionnaires 

were sent out, and two hundred of them were returned. 
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The home sors included a cross section of 

women in Benton County. One hundred fIve of the ques- 

tionnaires issued went to rural women. Sixty-six of 

these were returned. The nemes of these women were 

obtained through Mrs. Rowena Thompson, Rome Demonstra- 

tion Agent, Benton County. Since these women hd just 
finished making cotton dresses as an extension project, 

it was felt that they would have a special interest in 

this study. 

Sixty of the questionnaires were sent to women 

enrolled in adult education classes in clothing con- 

struction under the supervision of Mrs. LewIs Roth, 

The major part of this group was composed of women 

who lived in the city of Corvallis. Thirty-six of 

these questionnaires were returned. 

One hundred forty-two questionnaires were sent 
to faculty wives of Oregon State College professors. 

Tbese women were suggested by Mrs. Lorna Jessup, who 

has been active on the campus for many years. Fighty- 

one of their questionnaires were returned. 

Seventeen questionnaires were given to college 
women living in a dorrItory who did their own sewing. 
All of these were returned. 

Additional information was obtained by surveys 

made in Corvallis, Eugene, Salem, snd Portland, Oregon, 
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storo. The women of Benton County do their purchasing 

1arge1y in these four cities. In each city the leading 

stores which handled raon and cotton piece goods were 

studied. Pojng s a customer, the interviewer ap- 

proached a s1es person. Usually a small purchase was 

made. During the transaction the interviewer asked for 

pertinent information about the material. Questions 

such as these were raised: "Is this fabric color-fast 
to washing? Is it fast to sun? Will It shrink? How 

much filling is in It? Is it wrinkle resistant? How 

do you care for the material? Does it have any special 

finishes?' After a brief conversation the interviewer 

told the sales person of her problem and asked for her 
assistance. Most of the sales people were greatly 
interested and eager to give any information that 

they had. Questions were asked about atore policy 

concerning labels, arid about the amount of information 

given to the seles persons concerning materials they 

were selling. During the conversation the sales 

person's personal opinion about labeling wss obtained. 

Before leaving, the store the interviewer made a care- 

ful check on the quantity and type of labels, the 

amount of information given on them, the number of 

unlabeled bolts, and any noticeable practices the 

store used in dealing with labels. 



In all pbe ses of this study an effort vies made 

to differentiate between labels containing definite 

information, indefinite infornation, and descriptive 

infornation, These vtrious types of labels were col- 

lected and analjzed in regard to the information car- 

ried by them to the coneuuer. As a result of this 
study an ideal label bes been set up for r8yon ere. 

cotton piece goods. 

An attempt has been made to understand the 

labeling sitution as it is todas from the point of 

view of the rnanuíacturer, the converter, the retailer, 

and the consumer. This infortaticn bs teen inter- 

preted to determine just how it affects the consumer 

nd whet it means to her. The study is necessarily 

limited by the comparatively small number of' question- 

naires returned end the few personal contacts possible 

between sales persons and the interviewer. 
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CHAPTER II 

HISTORICAL BACTGROUND AND DEVELOP?NTS IN LABELING 

Marking goods witia a brand or label is not a 

recent development. In 2698 B. C., Chinese potters 

branded their wares in different colors. From the 

period of 2Th0 B. C., during tiie tire of King Pepy I, 

clay tablets have been found which declare the owner- 

ship of various articles. ooderi labels have also been 

found which were maue for mummy cases about 1000 B. C. 

(31) 

During the iiddle Ages labeling became more 

common. Each guild, whether it was a trade or a roh- 

gious guild, had an emblem. Usually, the design of 

this emblem included the tools of the trade or sorno of 

its products. Many times the appearance of the prod 

ucts ori the emblem would change while the tools would 

remain the same. From this fact we are able to date 

the various articles found which bear such emblems. 

Often a patron saint wos one of the designs on the 

emblem. The "Calimala" of xlorence became world 

famous early in the thirteenth century for its emblem 

which took the form of a seal affixed the closed 
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ends of bales of inspected cloth. This unbroken seal 

stood for quality. (16) 

The tendency to over-decorate the guild emblems 

increased with the decline cl' the guilda. The spirit 

and honor for which the first guild emblems stood dis- 

appeared, but the emblems themselves remained for many 

generations. The misbranding of articles became corn- 

mon toward the end of the Middle Ages. Labeling, such 

as it was, was abused. 

Several attempts have been made in the United 

States toward the regulation of labeling. One cl' the 

earliest of these was made in 1906, when congress 

pa3sed a Pure Food, Drug, arid Meat Inspection Law. 

(is, p. 10) In 1938 further efforts were made along 

this line when the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act re- 
placed the outmoded legislation of 1906. This act ap- 

plies only to products shipped across state lines, 
The Wheeler-Lea Act, another regulation in labeling, 
declared it illegal for publication of mislesding 

advertisements of foods, drugs, or cosmetics. 

Federal. laws which affect the labeling of tax- 

tiles come under the jurisdiction of the Federal Trade 

Commission. The first of these went into effect when 

congress passed the Wool Products Labeling Act in 

1939. (44) The Federal Trade Commission issues rules 



which afrect th 1ab1tng of texti1e, These re known 

Trade Prct1e uie. Sorne of the areas which these 

ru1e overn ûre hosierj, 911k, ribbons, 11rìei, .nfants' 
and knItted outerwear, and rayon. They also 

govern the matter of shr1nkae, AltLoiigh the Fedoal 
Trao Ccnniitsion ha no jui1sdiction xopt tri 

81;ate corw'ieroe, It teds to 1nflueìo pub1ic tIernnd 

so that local iotí1lors wi.1l vo1'mtirìly cotifori to 

stndard. Miny of the Trad.e Practice Rules are not 

mandatory. A rnanvJacturer Joos aot ive to mnRke a 

stetenierit about the reidua1 shrtnkao expected in his 
rnateral; how4vr, U' he doet ntake such a stateient, 
his labol imt conform to the Federal Trade Prctce 
Rules. Other Trade Practice Rules aro Lnandtory. An 

exaimle is one governtrg rsyon, which requires that 

all a'ticles tde of rryozi must he Labeled as to corn- 

j) o s i t .1. on. 

The Federal Trade Coinüitssion was crented in 

l)l4 arid arneded in 1938. It has the right and 

authority to rejiire the labeling o' înerciandise as 

to certain facts which a consunier could not ascertain 
without such labe 1in, (18) The ru1er issued by the 

1ederal Trade Commission nro siado to t;isure fair com- 

petitivo conditions in the thter'ost of both consumers 

snd producers. The rules were not rue to fix prices, 
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to suppress competition, or restrain trade. The Federal 
Drug 4dniinistration and the Federal Trade Commission 

overlap in duties, but with cooperation their difficul- 

ties are smoothed out. They find that an advertisement 

is e good key for interpreting manufacturers' labels. 

(39) 

In setting up its Trade Practice Rules, the 

Federal Trade Commission draws upon the research and 

findings of another group. This groundwork is done by 

committee D-13, which is pert of the American Society 
for Testing Materials, Its duties are developing 

definitions, terms, methods of testing, end specifica- 

tions in all types of textile materials. The committee 

was organized in 1915. Its membership is composed of 

people who are vitally interested in textile standards. 

They represent research workers in education, industry, 
arid testing organizations. The only paid member is the 

secretary. (2, p. iii) During the recent war this 

group was of invaluable assistance to the government. 

In order to clamp O. P. A. rulings on sheets it was 

necesery to heve some kind of standards by which to 

gauge quality. The government used the standards on 

sheets which had been developed over a period of 'ears 

by committee D-13, By taking the best provisions from 

these standards and the best provisions from the ones 
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worke4 out b the Textile Dtyjeton of the Buieou of 

Forne conornic, the ?overnment wn able qic1ly to 

on wc,rkth1e z'iilings regrding. sheet speciic- 

ttons. 

Eorne of the irmortnt rov11on of the ri,lee 

carrle. out by the Peder'nl ¶'rade Comrnissio whtch per- 

te.tn to cotton h7e to do wt.h ,hrtnko. 9'hey 'e s 

fo Il ow : 

1. Cotton ¡ood and gartents cannot be labeled 
with such terms as 'fu1l shi'unk, 'shrink- 
proof," "wl1 not shrink" unlen no further 
shrinkage will occur. 

2. If such terms as "preshrunk" and "shrunk" 
rnporvr on the lehel, the lbei must also 
carry a statetnent telling exactly how much 
rio e r1nkae cri he expecteth A tyotcal 
label statement of this type is "Preshrunk-- 
vrll not shrink more than under Corn- 
merciai Standard C359-44. T'9) 

These Trade Practice Rules on Shrinkage were 

passed in June, 1938. This was not the first attempt, 

however, that was made to regulate shrinkage. In 

April, 1933, the New York Board of Trade organized a 

Textile Shrinkage Conference, which submitted a grading 

system for shrinkage to the American Standards Associa- 

tion. r2he approval of this group on a 8tandard. ensures 

its being acceptable o all interested organizations. 

(4, p. 29) Their suggestion on the shrinkage problem 

was tiat fabric which had a residual shrinage of one 
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per cent should be ls.beled "AA." That which would 

shrink two per cent should be labeled "A." The labels 

would continue in this manner until fabrica with five 
per cent expected residual shrinkage should be labeled 
grade "O." This conference also suggestod that no 

fabric should be labeled "full shrunk" or "preshrunk" 

if more than three per cent ebrinkage remained. (3e) 

The American Standards Association, held a 

general conference of all interested organizations, 
which tlaced a resolution on shrinkage in a sub- 

committee. After it was revised in May, 1935, this 

group accepted a proposed standard on shrinkage. 

Then the American Standards Association contacted 

fifty groups for approval and received thirteen ac- 

ceptances. One rejection came from the National Associa- 
tion of Finishers of Textile Fabrics. The retailers, 
manufacturers, laundry owners, and consumers all seemed 

in favor of the new shrinkage rules, but the finishers 
and converters were opposed. The argument that they 

presented was that a single piece of goods would varr 

in shrinkage from one and a half per cent to twelve 

por cent and that the cost of checking was too great. 

They failed to mention the Sanforizing process, which 

inexpensively eliminates this shrinkage variance. (7) 
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In 1936, the Textile Shrthkage Conference ap- 

plied to the Federal Trade Commission for a fair-trade 
conference and submitted to them the standard which 

they had set up. It was not until 1937 that the 

Federal Trade Commission held its first conference. 

A year later the Trade Practice Rules for Shrinkage 

were passed. It took five years of effort to acoom- 

push this feat. 
During this time the hnerican Homo Economica 

Association repeatedly asked for shrinkage information 
to be printed on labels, To prove the need for this, 
they tested fifty pieces of broadcloth coming from 

manufacturers, retei1ers, and mail-order houso. A 

great effort was made to get all possible information 
about each piece. Twenty-one of the fabrics wore pro- 
shrunk, according to written or oral information. 

Their residual shrinkage ranged from one to four per 

cent. Only three fabrics had more than three per cent 

residual shrinkage. Of the twenty-nine fabrics on 

which no shrinkage data was obtainable, seven shrank 

less than three per cent, while twenty-two varied in 
residual shrinkage from four and a half per cent to 
nine per cent. (38) 

In a study of consumer satisfaction in clothing 
fabrIcs, It was found that sales information about 
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shrinkage wss lacking and that any which was offered 

was often incorrect. This study also discovored that 

the laboratory shrinkage tests were more rigorous 

than satual wear teats. !nother conclusion that it 

reached was that consumers exnressed more satisfaction 

for garments which did not shrink and for correctly 

described garments. (35) 

In a study on shrinkage in the febrics for 

women's and children's clothes made by Searle and 

hack, thirty-two er cent of the 570 fabrics tested 

were described as to shrinkage performance. Of this 

quantity only six per cent were described in writing, 

and of these, twenty-three per cent were accurste. 

These fsbrics were meant to be laundered or dry cleaned. 

Of the lsundex'able fabrics, only one per cent of the 

301 tested were descrIbed as preshri.nk in any way. 

This study found that sales persons made more moor- 

root statements about fabrics being preshrunk than 

they did about fabrics not being preshrunk. The general 

recommendations nrnde by the study were that more pre- 

shrinkage treatments shoild be given to a larger pro- 

portion of cotton fabrics and that this information 

should be relayed with the fabric. Another recommenda- 

tion was thnt the shrinkage tendencies of fabrics in- 

tended for dry cleaning should be considered and the 
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residual shrinkage of such rnaterthls should be tîiade 

known by labels. (35) 

From the preceding data, it is apparent that the 

establishment of faix' Trade Practice Fu1es for Shrinkage 

was a tinae-oonsuuiing process which involved the efforts 

of numerous interested organizations. Even. after such 

rules re adopted, effective labeling is often post- 

poned. Such was the case with the ßtandard for wool 

labeling which was supposed to go into effect December, 

l92. Many dealers had blankets in stock labeled 

"part wool" wiieh had lass than five per cent wool in 

them. Under the new regulation they could not sell 

these blankets labeled as such; therefore, the rule 

did not go into effect until April., 193, wnen the 

blanket buying season was over. (25) 

An example of the length of time and labor re- 

quired to solve detailed problems which make the 

campaign for better labeling successful is shown in 

the record of the hosiery industry. It took the 

National Association of Hosiery Manufacturers three 

years of constant tuapping out and revising until they 

developed a workable plan for relaying information on 

hosiery qualities to the consumer. (19) 

Another area in which the Federal Trade Corn- 

mission functions is that of rayon labeling. llare, 
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too, formulation of rules required time and d11ient 

efforts of interested ornization before they were 

adopted in their present fornì. In both 1925 and 

1929 resolutions were iade by the Feder1 Trade Corn- 

rnisston on the subject of radon, On Ootober 2, 1937, 
the Commission Issued Trade ?ractice Rules whtch pro 

vided for the dentifioation and fiber content of an 

nrtc1es oontintng rayon. In these ru1e rayon is 

defined as ..wanufactured textile Liber or yarn 

produced chenilcally from cellD.lose or with a cellulose 

baae.....1regardle's of the nrooes (viscose, acetate, 
cupraminonium, nitrocellulose, or riy other) 'iei.' 
(41, p. 533) sorne examples of te Trade Practice 

Rules p9ssed on rayon are: 

1. All rayon products must be labeled as tirsyon. b 

2. When trade nanaos or trade-marks are used 
on products containing rayon, the word 
"rayon" must be used with the trade name 
or trRde-rnark. 

3. Labels of goods made of mixtures of rayon 
and other fibers must disclose all the fibers present, each being named in the 
order of its predominance by weight, be- 

irkning with the largest. (29) 

There has been sorne controversy in regard to 
the second atinulation listed in the preceding pars- 
graph. In March, 1943, the Federal Trade Commission 

filed a complaint against a nationally known 
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manufacturer of acetate rayon, The Commission charged 

that the company wa rtsrenreenttng 1t5 produot by 

using the trade ne alone in labeling thetr products 

thtesd of using it with the word "rayon." The 

company retorted that their product ws not ron es 

it had many properties not found in ordinary rayon, 

(2) 

In May, 1948, a bill wes introduced into the 

United States Senate providing that al). manufactured 

fibers, commonly known as rayon, nylon, vinyon, arid 

fiberglass, should be labeled as such, Eienetor Green 

of Rhode Island, who introduced the bill, esid that 

there was a larger emount of rnanuifactured fibers used 

now than wool; therefore, if wool textile products 
were protected by th Wool Labeling Act of 1939, thero 
wes a greater need for the same kind of ruling in regard 
to manufactured fibers. He feels that the required 

labeling on rayon is very limited. (p3) 

California's law in regard to flame-re.stant 

fbrics went into effect January 6, 1947. This law 

hea marty weak points. :le section affecting yardage 

labels requree that degerously inflammable yardage 

goods should be tagged with a plainly visible label 

reading: "Dengorously inflammable. This material 

should nover be used in wearing apparel." (21) The 



enactment of this bill caused much upheaval among pro- 

ducers nd reteilers. Three different bil1 re1etin 
to flaimìabilitt of textilee were then introduced into 
the House of Representatives. To date, however, no 

commercial standard ori labeling in this area has been 

officially sdopted by the 1stlonal Bureau of standards. 
(21) 

Much work has been done on the lsbe1in of 

fabrics in regard to color-festness, In e survey mede 

by Consumer Speaks, a project of the American Home 

Economics Association, this quality or color-fastness 
W53 rated as one of the most important characteristics 

which consumers seek. (27) But to this date, no 

Trade Practice Rules have been accepted on color- 

fastness. In 1942, the 'edoral Trade Oomission set 

up the following provision concerning this quality: 

1. Labeling should be by grades--either 
letters of the alphabet or numbers in 
descending order, with or without an 
accompanying descriptive term, so that 
consumers might choose from a series 
of degrees of color-fastness those 
colors suitable in performance to the 
use to which the fabric was to be applied. 

2. The grades should be based on performance. 

3. The basis of the grade definitions should 
be consumer protection and not industrial 
expediency. (32, p. 51) 
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These provisions are still being held up. The 

argument In Septenber of 1942 advanced by textile 
1ndutry executive8 ad leadei' of 1ntereter1 tr'udn 
ws th-t enforcement of uoh ru1e would be itnpos8Ible 

bcaue of the carcit oi' öves nd tetthg equipment 

de to the war. They suggbed that the Federa1 Tride 
Cotinitsiort couLl modify thetr rules and ti1l protect 
the consumer, Many manufacturers submitted plans for 
co1or-fst laheling whIch were suoposed to protect 
the consurier but which actually sve their own concern 

a hih rating. 
The American Standards Àssociation'z commwiittee 

L-14, which investIgates textile tardards, presented 
color-fastness terminology; however, they did not agree 

in any way with the Federal Trade Commission's color- 
fc stne regulations, Two groups which did nt &sk 

the ?aderal Trade Commission to modIfy its ruler in 
thIs area were the American PssocimtIon of TJnivernity 

Women and the AmerIcan Tome Econormics Association. 
In fact, the American Home Economics AssociatIon was 

greatly in favor of thIs system of ", B, C, D," grade 

labeling for co1orfstness. Dr, PaulIne Beery Msck, 

now director of the Ellen H. Rlchsrds InstItute of 

Pennsylvsn5s Ststa College, spoke for the American 

Homo Economics A octatlon, sning 
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For one-fifth of a century I have strug- 
gled with consumer groups for standards for 
textile merchandise without finding a time 
when the textile producing industries felt 
that the time vas ripe for such action. Peace 
or war, prosperity or depression--none or these 
t1ms are proper for the promulgation of stan- 
dards, according to the trade. () 

It is interesting to note that in the same study 

which found the laboratory tests for shrinkage niore 

rigorous than actual wear tests it was discovered 

that in color-fastness the laboratory teats were 

milder than wear tests. Another conclusion reached 

was that sales information was often incorrect. in 

the group of 507 fabrics, 9.3 per cent had color-fast 
labels. (35) Mostellor found that a low price usually 

meant that the fabric had poor color-fastness; however, 

a high price did not necessarily insure color-fastness. 
he came to the conclusion that ore]. or written state- 
manta on the labels were not accirste enough to guide 

the consumer for wise buying. (32, p. 53) 

State laws governing labels vary greatly. They 

fall into three main divisions: Food and drug laws; 

special types of food and drug laws; and laws to reg- 
ulate bedding, upholstery, gasoline, and other products. 

There are but few laws regulating fabric labels. lt 
is interesting, thougn, to note that mos of the laws 

on bedding require permanent labels of a specified size. 
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Theì elso provide for different colored lobels on bed- 

ding made of second-hand materials than on those made 

of new materials. (29) These facts indicate the con- 

cern of some atetes in protccting the consumer. 

The late war accelerated labeling on certain 

items, namely, bedding, hosiery, and work clothes. 

At first a grade-labeling s;stem was worked out to be 

used in the commodity credit corporation bill. Soon 

this was amended to meke these triain changes: substitu- 

tion o descriptive labeling for grade labeling; giv- 

ing shippers a choice of putting grados ori invoices 

instead of labels; leaving prices tied to grades which 

no longer needed to be declared on labels. (22) 

During the war, the work of the National Consumer- 

Retailer Council became increasingly important. Em- 

phasizing this fact, Miss Harriet Elliot, consumer 

member of the Advisory Commission to the Council of 

National Defence, wrote to the National Consumer- 

Retailer Council: 

We cannot know what is happening to 
prices w1thcut knowing the que1ltj of the 
articles to which the prices apply. The co- 
opertion between consumera and retaY lera 
which your organization represents, and the 
efforts oí oir orgnnlzatlon to promete i- 
proved methods of labeling end the use and 
development of etanthirda for censuner goode, 
take on added importance in this time of 
national emergency. (42, p. 3) 
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The ationa1 Consumer-Retailer Counot) ta s 

non-profit organization which tries to accomp]1sh ita 
purnoss by education and cooperation. It has no 

legislative power. 

The membership of the National Consumer-Retailer 

Council includes representatives from both oonsutnex' 

groups arid retailer groups. The consumer groupe are 

the meric9n Association of University Women, the 

American Home Economics .Association, arid the General 

Federation of Women's Clubs. The retailer groupa are 

the American Retail Federation, the National Associa- 
tion of Food Chains, the National Retail Dry Goods 

Association, and the National Better Business Bureau, 

Incorporated. Besides these voting members, there are 

many associate members coming from national associe- 
tions of advertisers, manufacturers, and federal 

agencies. 

The proam of the National Consumer-ietailer 
Council is extensive. Through the advice of itS COfl- 

suiting service, it gives aid to manufacturers arid 

retailers who war-it to improve their labe1in. This 

roup also issues a pamphlet which advocates the uso 

of informative labels. Aùy labels aoproved b?! the 
National Consumer-Retailer Council may state this 
fact. The council publishes a book, Informative 
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eelling. It serves as a guide to retailers interested 

in be3nning an informative selling program. The 

information in the book includes actual occurrences 

in stores, exp1ainin the tnanr ways iní'orrnatv sell- 

ing is profitable, The Council also isuss pamphlet 

to interested croup9 of eonsumers, pointing out their 

responsibilities toward labeling and wcs in which they 

can further informative labeling. The council has 

brought to the attention of reti1sz's and manufacturers 

the value of truthful, factLal dvertizing. (42, p. 24) 

The American Home Economics Association's un- 

fail1n efforts through the years has alresdj been men- 

tioned. In 1925, this group established the Annual 

Textile Standardization Fellowship. (26) Valuable 

information on labeling has been contributed br this 
fellowship. In the interest of the consumer the 
Anericsn Home Economics Issociation also published a 

number of "Consumer Purchasing Leaflets.9 These aro 

an excellent guide in judging quality. 
The National Better Business Bureau is also an 

active rorce for proper labeling. bureau3 are located 
in over forty principal cities. Their duties are to 
prevent "quack' advertising and make sure that eon- 

sumers are not mistreated by retailers, (41, p. 9-10) 
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Many progressive manufacturing industries have 

established organizations to insure fair trade prac- 

tices being carriod ori within te lndustrj. This oa1 

is for the pzoteot1on aL' employers, enaplOyee3 ìrid con- 

suìers. In 1935, the National Oo and Suit ndutry 
Hecovy i3oard taa £onaed. Airïe-tentis oi the nanu- 

iacturer in the indu$ry jotned . he i11inery 

Stabilization Conimftteo was organized soon afterwari, 
securing the volwitary cooperation of £our-fifth of 

the rnanufoturers in this industry. The absence of 

labels used by these organizations on their products 

eslied for rejection of the trticle. Those organiza- 

tiona not only promote better labor conditions but give 

tuo employer, employee, and cnsuner an opportunity to 
work together. (ii) 

There aro other nanufacturing groups wuich are 

promoting similar programs. one of these are: the 

NatIonal Association of hosiery Manufacturers, the 

Silk Guild, the Cotton Textile Institute, the Vool 

Associates, and several groups interested in syn- 

thetics. (3) 
There are many testing agencies which further 

the ccue ei labeling. One largo mail-order house 

operated a iaboratory and testing department for Its 

goods as iho beginning of a consumer-aid program. 
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It issued a Consumer's Shopping (luido, composed of 

swatches of all types of fabrics in various price 

ranges together with the facts about each. ith this 

guide a handbook of facts was also issued. (33) 

Some stores which are not mail-order houses have their 
own testing bureaus. A few homemaking magazines have 

set up testing laboratories as a service to consumers. 

One of these has done much to publicize its sesi of 

approval. 

The Better Fabrics Testing Bureau, a com'.ercial 

organization, does much of the actual testing for 

many small fabric-manufacturing concerns. To illus- 

trate, the Cloak and Suit Manufacturers and the 

Finishers and Converters of Cotton Goods submit two 

hundred samples n year to this bureau. After the 

samples are tested, the reports are turned over to 

the manufacturers so the fabrics can be labeled. (7) 

In addition to the work of this bureau, several large 

manufacturing concerns operate their own testing 

laboratories. 

The United States Testing Company, which is 
another commercial laboratory independently owned, 

does most of its testing for manufacturing concerns. 

It is interested in a program of informative labeling. 

This company has developed a certification plan, 
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under which if the product tested is found to be high 

enough in laboratory construction and performance tests 

and if the promotional claims are valid, the manufac- 

turer is awarded the Certified Seal of Quality. The 

seal can be used as long as the product retains the 

qualities mentioned. To ensure this, the Testing 

Company regularly makes check tests. (28) 

The Consumer Research, Incorporated, makes 

arinl7ses of fabrics on the market, The results of 

their tests indicate a definite need for both standard- 

ization and labeling. (26) 

In 1928, John C. Shover foresaw the present 

changes toward standardization in the textile industry, 

when he said: 

There is a quickened movement toward 
standardization in the textile industry. 
The nature and extent of the industry, its 
materials.,.,cal]. for standardization. Or- 
ganizations which stimulate investigation 
and share information are doing much to 
hasten and expand the movement. (37) 

The Consumers League, which does not operate in 

all of our states, publishes a list of firms and names 

of costumes and fabrics which are in accordance with 

the standards of this organization. Before including 

a manufacturer's name in their publication, it also 

considers the working conditions under which the 

article was made. (17, p. 719) 
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The Textile Research Institute and Textile 

Foundation has added much veluable information per- 

tinent to effective labeling, It engages in scien- 

tific research for the benefit of textile industries. 

There is another main group furthering label- 

Ing. This group is composed of th colleges and 

technical schools, which carry on research both in 

the laboratory and in the field of consumer need. 

The information they gather is vital and usually un- 

biased. 

The main thing everyone wants from a purchase 

is satisfaction. This outcome is often attained s-c- 

cidentally or, disappointingly enough, not attained 

through the same method. The National Consumer- 

Retailer Council has set up three factors which con- 

tribute to the selection of an article and which, if 

followed, would insure a higher deee of satisfaction 
for the consumer: 

1. The consumer must judge the product In 
terms of her own needs. 

2. She must evaluate the artiole in terms 
of cost, quality, and amount of money she 
has to spend. 

3. She must compare the product both on the 
basis of its quality and its price--wlth 
similar products. (30) 
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Each of these points needs further di$cusion. 

The first refers to the intended use the consumer has 

in mind for the Rrticle. If the purchnse fits the 

purpose of the individual, she hes obtnined sstisfac- 

tion. If the purchse does not fill her needs, she 

h9s bought unwise1 even if it were at s bnrgain-price. 

The second and third points ere vitsi ones, Frequently 

the retnil cost determines or discourages a purchese. 

r1here is a common expression "getting the most for 

jour money. ThiS is the irn of every thrifty house- 

wife, who reelizes that b wise purchssing she can cut 

her budget while still getting the sscre quality of 

goods or even better, If a consumer with an income 

of l,5OO a yeer did "buy everything knowingly," she 

would be sbie to save 375, or twenty-five per cent 

of her income within that one year. (3) 

The time has psssed when there is a best!t 

product or brand. The best product is the one which 

suits the purpose which the consumer has in mind for 
the amount of money he has to spend. (14) It is ap- 

parent thet there is no superior product except within 

a certsin class or grede of goods. Many nnnufscturers, 

realizing this, produce not only one grade of s 

product but three grades of each item made. In this 
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wPy the product will fit the pocketborks of three cori- 

umer levels. (15) 

There is such flood of new products nd vary- 

ing grades of qua1it in these products that the average 

consumer is greatly confused. She uses many methods to 

decide on her purchase. But she does riot use her in- 

telligence as much se her omotions. Orten she does 

not realizo this fact. (i) Mnniuíacturers do realize 

it, however, as exemplified òy their emotionally toned 

advertisements. Sight, touch, price, arid blind trust 

in a brand or manufacturer' s naine are other measures 

by which a consumer judges a product. Often the trust 

placed in a manufacturer's name has lost its reason for 

being. Manufacturers frequently depend ori a brand naine 

to convey the qualities of their fabric to the consumer; 

however, there are so many different weaves made from 

the same brand of yarn that the characteristics of the 

piece goods woven of it vary widely. The biggest help 

a brand name can be is in aiding the consumer duplicate 

a former purchase, 

Labeling is the most efficient method of convey- 

Ing to the consumer the qualities within the material. 

If the consumer uses these labels, she will be more 

scientific and accurate in making her purchases. This 

will be true, however, only when the labels are 
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complete and written in terma which the consumer wider- 

stands. An Informative label gives specific thata on 

goods arid enables the consumer to spend her money 

wisely. It is a time-saving device, too, for the 

shopper as she lias no need of asking the sales person 

questions ebout the qualities of the material. Even 

if there were sufficient time for the consumer to ask 

for such desired information, many sales persons and 

store buyers do not know facts about their merchandise. 

If asked, a sales person will not back up his oral 

statements in writing. It is too difficult to trace 

the truth back to the invoice or particular order sheet. 

It also would be jeopardizing the atorets reputation 

to make a representation not known to be a fact. 

Many labels have printed upon them the assurance 

that the fabric has been tested and certified by a 

laboratory. This should not be enough for the modern 

shopper. She needs to know what tests the fabric under- 

went and what rating it received, (34) 

Alert consumers want truthful information on 

labels, which is simple, concise, and easy to read and 

understand. Superfluous information does not aid the 

customer in buying. It merely serves to confuse her. 

Frankness on the part of the manufacturer in regard 

to labels will be profitable to him through better 
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satisfied customers. The N8tional Consumer-Retailer 

Council conducted survey in Newark, New Jerioy, to 

determine whet inforrnetion consurmrs wint on their 

labAls. These ite'ris were listed a: 

1. What the oroduct is made of 
2. How it is made 
3, Whnt it will do 
4. How to care for it 
5. How to ise it (42, p. 7) 

In considering rsyon and cotton piece goode 

particulsrly, the consumer wnnts to know the tneers 

to questions such as these: %dll the material keep 

it! shape? Whst is the fiber content arc1 whet i its 

percentege? Will the matrisl shrink, end if Sc, 

what amount of residual !hrinkage cari be expected? 

Will the fabric fade in sun or wter or when exposed 

to oeraniratton? What method of 1.aunderin or clean 
inc. should he used? Is there e special finsìì on it, 

and if so, is the finish permanent? (12) 

In a study mede by the New York University 

School of Retelling, it ws discovered that the 1arest 

number of questions consumer3 sk concerns fabric per- 

formance. More questions are asked about rayon than 

either cotton or wool. This study also found that 

there are more consumer questions in regard to yard 

goods than in any other departments. This may be due 

to the amount of labor involved on piece goods after 
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the purchase is made. (4, p. 12) If this information 

is not found on a iRbel, the shopper will ask the 

sales person. ßut even the sales person ennot be 

expected to remember every dotail of every fabric 
atid is 1ikE1y to 8ive wrong information. An informa- 

tive label attached to the bolt of fabric will answer 

iot of the consuner' s qustions arul guide her in 

buying. 

Some manufacturers &rguo that informative label- 
in takes all of the ';lamour' and appesi froni the 

article. To show that this need not be true, a label 

taken from a bolt of material in Marshall Field arid 

Coupany's store is copied 1ore: 

LYDL)L IN 
What it's rnde of: pure dye spun silk. 
2! it'zmade: woven to give a fashionable 

linen-like appearance. Smart, color- 
ful printed patterns. 

Service i. give: Will make up beautiful- 
-l-y into sportu clothe&, beach costumes, 
blouses, or jackets. Very strong 
fabric, ezceeding the tensile-strength 
and seam strength specification for a 
serviceable fabric. 

Best care foi' longer wear: To launder remove 
iMte tr1mttnga, wash quickl in luke- 

warm neutral soapsuds. Rinse in three 
changes of water. Kned out uoisture 
between folds of a dry turkish towel. 
Remove from towel at once. hen nearly 
dry, press on wrong side with mod- 
erately warri (not hot) hand iron. (53) 

There ere three wrs to sell things. One is 
to teli the consurier of tne products excellent 
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qualities. Words such n "superior, finest qu11tr,'T 

and "best grade, however, have lost their mesning to 

the consunier s rrnny lower grade materiRl hnve been 

so labeled. The second way to sell goods is to tell 

the buyer thst the msterial has qualities verified 

by certain tests made Ori it. The value of such stato- 

merits was almost lost when everyone bogan testing, and 

some grade "P" brands for one manufacturer were grado 

' brands for another. The third and most advisable 

way to sell is to assure the consumer by means of a 

tag or mark on the goods that the product measures up 

to a standard on a par with similar goods. (19) 

A large mail-order house has found informative 

labeling to be very profitable. Each reference in 

its catalogue as to specific qualities of its mer- 

chandise has increased its sales. (42, p. ) An 

rastern department store was below average in sales 

compared to similar stores. After inaugurating an 

informative labeling program, its sales increased 

even beyond the average maintained by other depart- 

ment stores. (43, p. 35) Arq store desiring to begin 

an informative selling campaign should label the goods 
in one department at a time so that the sales can be 

checked. All labels should be kept specific. Differ- 

ent qualities of goods in one line should be labeled 
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O that the consumer cen compare them. The labels 

should be large and prominently displayed. The size 

will facilitato filing. 

Wolcott lists the advantages gained by a retail- 

er in using informative labeling: 

The label is a modern merchandising 
tool--useful to your store. By giving the 
essential facts about a fabric quickly, clearly, 
and authoritatively, the label doeà these things 
for you: 

1. It gives convincing answers to customers' 
practical questions. 

2 It gives the facts that help your sales- 
people in their selling. 

3. It acts as a silent salesman when sales- 
people are rushed. 

4. It reduces store claims by telling cus- 
tomers just how to wash and handle 
garments. 

5. It enables you to stage newsy promotions 
based on a subject of wide interest. 

6. It enables you to tie in with the man- 
ufacturer's national program of advertis- 
Ing and publicity. 

7. It imbues your customers with confidence, 
helps improve customer relations. 

8. It speeds up selling, pushes up profits. 
(42, p. lO) 

Proper labeling has proved to increase the sales 

of the higher-priced, better-quality, merchandise. One 

manufacturer found that by informative labeling he 

increased the sale of his better quality shirt to 
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75 per cent while the lower-quslity shirt took In only 

25 per cent of the sles, Before adoption of the 

labeling plan, the seles were evenly divided between 

the two groups of s.iirts. (43, p. 34-35) 

Manufacturers frequently fear that informative 

labeling will destroy the public confidence which they 

have built up for their trade name or brand. Actually, 

labeling would strengthen brand names of quality- 

standard products while sharply curtailing the sales 

of products designed to cheat the public. Retailers 

have found that In advertising a nationally-known 

brand name they boost their sales. (6) 

The advantages to consumers of informative 

labels are that such labels will: 

1. Save their time in shopping. 

2. Save their time in making adjustments 
and in returning merchandise. 

3. Tend to increase their appreciation for 
better qualitr merchandise, thus inoress- 
ing their own satisfaction with their 
purchases. 

4. Cut down on their time in shopping from 
store to store. 

5. build up confidence in other departments 
of the store if they had a successful 
shopoin experience in one department of 
the store. (42, p. 7-8) 

The consumer groups on the National Consumer- 

Retailer Council have drafted a Platform for 
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Consumer uslness RelatIons, in which they make this 
statement: 

Consumers must have the opportunity 
to make those free arid intelligent choices 
among the goods and services available which 
are possible only when accurate statements 
of fact about the relative quality and per- 
forrnarice of the goods and services offered 
to satisfy their needs.....The moat astis- 
factory method for comiuntcatIon of informa- 
tion from manufacturer, through retailer to 
consumer, is a label attached to the 
product. (42, p. 7) 

There are, however, so.ne disadvantages advanced 

against informative labeling. There is the group that 
feels a certain class of consumers gains psychological 

satisfaction from purchasing goods without labels. 

The satisfaction would be destroyed if they knew from 

labeling that the goods v;ere of inferior quality. 

This class of consumers cannot afford the higher 

priced, better quality fabrics; therefore the group 

feels labeling should be kept at a minimum. (17, 

p. 722-723) Many manufacturers argue that labeling 

is a costly burden. The bureau of Standards, which 

operates under the Department of Commerce, disproved 

this point. They hold that once standards and label- 

Ing are installed, they actually cut cost of produc- 

tion. Others opposed to labeling argue that the con- 

sumar does not understand the information on the 

label. This is true in some cases where the 
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manufacturer prints such involved, profound, or tech- 

nical data on the label that it cannot be used. Dann 

(14) states that: "To say that honest, understandable 

construction and performance specifications cannot be 

given every buyer at the point of sale is to show 

eIther an ignorance of fact or an unwillingness to 

recognize what has already been accomplished by a few 

admirable organizations." 

There are two pitfalls into which labeling may 

fall, The first is that manufacturers in their haste 

to use facts and information will sot up standards be- 

fore they have been defined and tested, The other 

danger is that the words "tested and approved9 may be 

come an advertising slogan so common as to cause the 

public to lose faith In it. 

There has been nmch controversy over grade 

labeling in the textile field. The American Home 

Economics Association is strong for it. Arguing 

against grade labeling is the Association of National 

Advertisers, which issued a pamphlet written by 

George B. Hotchkiss. In it he lists these main ob- 

jections to grade labeling: 

1. Consumer interest has been drummed up by 
propaganda emphasizing theory rather than 
merit, 
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2. Voluntary P, B C labeling receives its 
chief support from unknown brands who use 
this method to compete against nationally 
advertised brands. 

3, InformEL ive labeling is nore helpful than 
grade labeling. 

4. Consumers' tandarde Board would probably 
not be given any legsl status. (5) 

Individual preferences ai'e difficult to debermine 

and grade. Also the degree of A, ì, C, auJ D are not 

definite enough for the particular consunier. Another 

point against grade labeling is that by the tiuie the 

various properties of the fabric were tested and 

evaluated and the consumer was educated to use this 
information, a new product rould already be on the 

market, and the process would have to be repeated. 

(36) The main objection to grade labeling in textiles 

is that onìe fabric would require an "ii" ra..ing in a 

qualitj to wear well, while another fabric which would 

receive an entirely different use would be durable 

with only a "O" rating of the same quality. For ex- 

ample, awning material needs a grade 'A' color-fast- 
to-light rating, while rayon slip material would prove 

satisfactory with a grade "O" rating. (10) The 

Consumers Union holds that grade labeling should be 

adopted and the consumer educated as to the dlffex'onces 

in fabrics and the rating in qualities needed in each, 



The American Standards Association feels that grade 

labeling should be abandoned and a system of informa- 

tive labeling substituted. (9 

The National Consumer-Retailer Council advocates 

the establishment of many more standards for consumer 

goods thon are now avatlabLe before grade labeling can 

be adopted. Standardized systems for grade designa- 

tiens should be worked out. Before grade labeling can 

be functional, the consumer must be educated to ap- 

preciate its values. (42, p. 21) Most authorities 

suggest thìat grade labeling in the field of textiles 
is not yet practical. They augest, instead, a good 

system of informative labeling. 

Retailers have tried to give consumers informa- 

tion about their fabrics by counter signs, advertise- 
merits, and information from sales persons. This in- 
formation is in many cases transcribed from the in- 
voice. this is an expeislve method as well as an 

involved one, which mskea the chance for errors greet. 
(40) It is the responsibility of the manufactirer to 

supply the label. He is the one who knows -what goes 

into the fabric and what qualities it lì.as. The increase 
of sales will repay a manufacturer many times the cost 

of the labels. Many manufacturers do not seem to be 

aware of this fact. 'n a study made on labeling in 
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Texes, of the 518 nianufacturers who received letters of 

inquiry on labeling only fifteen per cent answered. 

This is n indiection of the Texas msnufncturers low 

interest in isbeling. (24) 

Dr. Msck does not feel that it is the lack of 

technical datt which prevents the manufacturer frou 

labeling his goods as this information is used con- 

stantly in wholesale buying and selling. Such facts 

ere not often passed on to the consumer. (26) 

The United States Testing bureau suggests that 

the ideal labeling method would be to issue n informa- 

tive label with each piece of fabric yardage purchased. 

Dooley advoostes having three classes of goods: 

1. Unlabeled products so that the consumer 
of limited inconie may receive psychologicel 
vs lue. 

2. Products with trade names or branded labels 
that stand for quality, 

. Labels containing the standard of service- 
ability of the fabric or wearing apparel, 
such as pre-shrunk or Sanforized, fast to 
washing, or based upon the laboratory test- 
in or specifications rianied in the ad- 
vertisements. (17, p. 724) 

1xtensive labeling can be brought about in only 

one way. The consumer must want it, need it, ask for 

it, and insist upon it. Often the labels on piece 

goods are highly inadequate, but if the consumer ivill 

ask for a label each time she purchases, the 
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manufacturers will become aware of the great need for 

thorough labeling. It is entirely within the rights 

of the consumer to ask for valid information on the 

fabric she is purchasing. This is one way to improve 

the store's services to the consumer. (12) 

Many manufacturers hesitate to adopt labels as 

they are uncertain of consumer use of the labels. 

Often consumers do not bother to read the labels, 

Purchasers do not have a good record for using informs- 

tion which is already available. It ïs foolish to ex- 

pact manufacturers to put more money into labeling if 

it will not bring them profits. Stores give the cus- 

tomer whet she wants. The consumer can use the store 

as a purchasing agent if she will insist on quality 

assured by in1ormative labels; or, the consumer can 

let the store become ari outlet for manufactured goods 

by accepting without question the qualities of any 

fabric put on the counter. One manufacturer made the 

statement thRt two hundred letters from individual 

consumers would influence his oolicies In labeling 

more than any organized consumer group ever could 

do. (1) 

If the manufacturer is sure that the consumer 

will support him, he will dopt any reasonable pro- 

gram of selling. Whether labels become adequate guides 
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to buying or worthless slips of paper depends on ef- 

forts made by consumers arid consumer organizations. 
Scott lists three ways to further better consumer 

buying: 

1. Critical analyses by tidult classes. 

2. Records of clerks and merchants' inter- 
pretation of tarIns. 

3. ValidIty of labels checked by laboratory 
and wearing tests. (34) 

The consumer can do a great deal to improve labeling 

by taking a course in the reading of labels and by 

familiarizing herself with the wide range of new 

fabrics, fibers, and finishes. An excellent way to 

make a store conscious of labeling is to return un- 

satisfactory goods. Retailers are very sensitive to 

returned goods. When returning goods, the consumer 

should point out how an informative label could have 

prevented the incident by informing her of the per- 

fornrnrice expected or how to care for the purchase. 
Other means that the consumer has of furthering 

labeling are listed by the National Consumer-Retailer 

Council: 

1. Reading labels carefully. 
2. Patronizing firms which label merchandise 

informatively. 
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3. Upon finding a helpful label, 

a. Comment on it to the sales person. 

b. Write a letter to the store 
pros ident. 

o. Write the manufacturer if it is 
hie label. 

1. Send comients about the label to 
the National Consumer-Retailer 
Council. 

4. Filing label for future reference, 

a. As an aid in crthg for the goods. 

b. As a purchasing guide. (30) 

Agnew (L) feels that the problem of labeling is 

a great ono, and its solving would mean a major step 

toward social progress. He makes this statement: 

"To bring about the use of standards and labeling 

in any large part of the commodities sold to the ul- 

timate consumer would, in my opinion, constitute, a 

major step in the economic and social integration of 

our civilization." 
Labeling merchandise informatively should take 

place through the realization that honesty pays in the 

long run, and that discriminating consumers are the 

greatest insurance to industrial prosperity and higher 
standards of living. The informative labeling of rayon 

and cotton piece goods would be one vital step in this 

direction. 
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CHAPTER III 

INTERPR!TAT ION 0F DATA 

In order to obtain a more complote view of 

labeling as it afrects the consumer, letters were sent 

to eighteen manufactui'ers. They were asked what their 

policies were in regard to labeling; what specific 

tests were made on their fabrics before being put on 

the market, and their reactions to consumer interest 

or non-interest in labeling. A copy of the letter 

is included in the appendix. Several typical replies 

from the manufacturers have also been included. 

On the whole, the me'ufaoturers were in favor 

of labeling goods primarily with their name or trade 

mark. Each manufacturer conveyed his policy in dif- 

forent words, but the main idea Was the same, namely 

that the manufacturer's trade mark, brand, or name 

represents high quality fabrics which will give good 

service. The manufacturers felt that the consumer 

on seeing their trade marks recognizes the high 

standards upheld by their companies. To further this, 

aonio companies use extensive advertising campaigns 

especially featuring the trade mark. ìost of the 

manufacturers stated that their fabrics are put through 

exhaustive tests to maintain a high level of quality. 
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They further stated that the technical data derived 

from such tests cannot be understood by the average 

consumer; furthermore, that the consumer does not 

want to be bothered by such dato. Consumers, accord- 

ing to the manufacturers, rely upon trade marks, 

brands, and the retail store to insure quality fabrics. 

Some of the manufacturers expressed their belief 

that consumers want to know what the fabric will do, 

yet their sole effort in clarifying this for the con- 

sumer is in marking the fabric "washable." The word 

"washable" is indefinite. It does not give the amount 

of expected shrinkage or state that the fabric is 

color-fast to suri or washing. "Washable" can have 

a wide interpretation. 

Several manufacturers wrote that Federal law 

covered the fiber content labeling. This is true in 

regard to rayon. The details of the rule were ex- 

plained iii the preceding chapter; however, this law 

is the only mandatory one among all the Trade Practice 

Rules covering rayon and cotton. The other labeling 

practices do not have to be carried out by the manu- 

facturer, The decision rests with him a to whether 

he should label shrinkage qualities on his fabrics 

or leave the tag blank. Judging from the manufac- 

turers' letters, it would seem that moat manufacturera 
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prefer leaving their tss blank relying upon consunier 

recognition of quality in their brsnd mark. 

To understand labeling as the consumer faces 

it, surveys oX' retail stores were msde in Corvallis, 

Salen, Fugene, and Port1:d, Oregon. The method of 

interview has been explained in Chapter I. The informa- 

tion gtthered in tLese surveys can be divided into three 

main divIsions: (1) the information available to the 

consumer on fabrics through labeling and sales person's 

remarks, (2) the sales persons' opinions on labeling, 

and (3) the stores' policies regarding labels. 

The amount or information on fabrics which it 

was possible to obtain was different with each sales 

person. It varied according to the amount of expon- 

ence the sales person had had in the store, the number 

of people waiting for the sales person's help, and the 

mood of the sales person. During the interviews it 

became increasingly apparent that information from 

sales oersons is unpredictable. Several times the 

interviewer was assured that the fabric she was pur- 

chasing was both Sanfonized and color-fast though 

there was no label on the bolt. When this fact was 

brought to the sales p5Qfl5 attention, an explanation 

was usually made that the head of the department knew 

the qualities of the fabrics and relayed the information 
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to her staff. Yet in these same stores different sele$ 
people irifornied the interviewer that the head of the 

department told them nothing about the febrics. Even 

assuming that the first situetion were true, sales 

persons cannot be expected to remember the countless 

characteristics of each brend of goods they are sell- 
ing. There is too much chance for error. 

The following conversation between the inter- 

viewer and a sales person is related to give a better 

idea of what the consumer faces daily in purchasing 

piece goods. 

Interviewer: Will this fade? 

Sales Person: We guarantee it to hand 
washing. We don't guarantee 
any of our materials except 
to hand washing. 

In this esse there was no label on the bolt or 
ori the display table. The fabric in question was a 

gingham of seemingly good quality. It was the type 

of material, however, wLich would not receive hand 

care. If the consumer went b the sales person's 

word, there was really not nTuch assurance that the 

fabric would not fade since it was guaranteed only 

to hand washing. Nothing was said about the fabric 

being color-fast to sunlight. 
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If the consumer were judging quslities of materiel 

from labels alone, she would have vor difficult ttne. 

In the surveys m.de in ten retail tore, not one ftll 

adequate label ws found on rayon or cotton piece goods. 

Plate I shows tpicel labels which are inadequate. Of 

these, numbers three end four are the only ones that 

give any type of information as to the qualities of 

the fabrics. "Vtasheble Raypn Fabric" nd "fast color" 

do not indicato whether the fabric is color-fast to 

sun or washing. This is indefinite information. 

Another type of label which is not illustrated 

is the "descriptive" one with countless words serving 

Oflly to con.tse the consuner instead of aiding her. 

Following is the wording from such a descriptive label. 

(Front of label) 

Hometown Fabrics Your guarantee for style, quality, 
and iervice. 

This smart material of reliable quality has been pro- 
duced by the scientific blending of various fibres, 
combined to give a fabric of style, rightness, and 
long wear. 

Quality Yards Width Color 

j. C. Penney Co., Inc. 



(Back of Label) 

Hometown Fabrics 

4 

The blending of various fibres in creating dress weight 
and coating materials is an achievement of modern 
textile designing which allows for a diversification 
of textures and effects while still retaining full 
wearing quality, This fabric is made of a blend of 
fibres as shown below: 

(This space was b].ank.) 

For lasting satisfaction in appearance and wearability, 
cleaning is recommended. 

J. C. Penner Co., Inc. 

Trie only definito inforration given on this 
label is that the fabric should be dry cleaned. 

Of the more informative labels which are on 

Plate II, none measure up to the highest standards 

as suggested by tthe NatiOn5ìl Consumer-Retailer Council. 

To meitin soie of the items lacking on these labels, 

number one noed the max af acturor1 s nanìe arid address 

and more specIfic inforrrtstton ort color-fastness quai- 

itios. Number two, though it claims that the fabric 

is vat dyed, does not definitely make a statement as 

to its color-fastness to sun or wahln. thimber three 
does not state the arrioint of residual shrinkage which 

can be expected in the rabric. The name of the crease- 
resistant process on number four means nothing at sil 

to the average consumer. In the space and with the 
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printing u3ed in naming the proce, the manufoturer 

could have clari.fied the anount of shrinkage to be ex- 

pectod and the eo1or-fst qualitio o the fabric. 

Nurnbeis three and feuIl also lack the nianufacturer's 

nafle and addros2. In addlition to these uninformative 

labels, the intArvLewer found dip1a Lables 1eaped 

with unlabeled bolts. This seemed to be more prevalent 

in rayon than in cotton goods. One sales person of- 
ferod an explanation for this, sajing that rayons were 

much newer in the textile field and that perhaps this 

was the reason they were not labeled thoroughly. The 

rayon fabrics usually h4 a trìde name snd the fact 
that the material was rayon. 

The lack of labeling and the prevalence of in- 

adequate labels cause the consunier to question the 

sales person for guidance ifl selecting fabrica, The 

help which is received in such cases varies greatly 

as already explained. Sires consumers must depend 

so much upon sales persons for their information, it 

is interesting to note the attitudes and opinions 

sales persons have about labeling. 

One general opinion was that more labels were 

needed and that each company should stand behind its 

material. Several sales persons mentioned that 

adequate labeling would aid not only the consumer but 
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the s1es persons a well. One st1es person stated 

th)t She WOuld not guarantee anything unles8 it was 

printed on. a label; however, she woi1d tel]. people 

whet woùld probably happen to the goods. She gnve an 

example, exhibitinG a bolt which had no label. She 

claimed this material wa "eighty squre' and would 

not shrink or fade; however, she would rìot guarantee 

her statements. Another sales person, who felt the 

svme wa about a g.erantee on ftbics without labels, 

added that since moat cottons are now washable, she 

couldn't see any harm in telling the customers this 

fact. 

To sum up the attitude taken by sales people 

toward labeling, it can be said that they desire more 

labelin, which will aid the consumer in shopping arid 

serve ea n selling guido. Not one sales person, when 

qu'stioned directly, would vouch for a fbric's quality 

unless it were printed on e label or wrapper which they 

had seen. However, es mentioned before, frequently in 

posing as a consumer the interviewer received informa- 

tion not backed up by a label. 

Retail stores have some desirable practices in 

dealing with irbals and others which are undesirCble. 

Vital information is often destroyed when the paper 

banding around the unopened bolt is discarded. In 
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one 9tore the interviewer found an instance of good 

labeling practice in regard to such bands. The band 

had been placed in a prominent position on the display 

teble. In meny cases, though, such labels are not 

saved or even read. 

Buyers frequently do not relay the information 

on fabrics which is at their disposal through descrip- 

tions in order books arid invoices. Many of the salee 

persons questioned stated that thej knew nothing about 

the material which they were selling except the facts 

which were printed on the label. The floor clerk in 

one store, according to a sales person, instructed 

her staff to assure customers that all of their cot- 

tons were ßanforized. This gales person, knowing 

that this was not true, said she would make no such 

statement as she had to face the same customer over 

the counter again." This particular sales person had 

six years selling experience in another town and two 

years in the store where she was interviewed. It is 

evident that her judgment caine from ari accumulation 

of experience. Such action by the floor clerk in this 

incident seems to indicate that occasionally the in- 

correct information received by the consumer is pur- 

posefully given. 
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Much of the yardage is riot raecelved tt the store 

on bolts but in lerge folds. To facilitate handling 

it is then necessary for the sales people to wrap the 

materiel on previously used bolts. In this way some 

bolts are used dozens of times. The printed matter on 

the end of the bolt should be scratched off or covered 

up if the bolt is used for any febric other than the 
one with which it is issued, Some stores were found 

to be careful in following this procedure. Others 

neglected to destroy the printed matter. 

The manager of the piece-goods department of 

a large store in Portland makes it a habit to cut off 

all labels on strings. He advises his staff to do the 

same. The reason he gives for this ïs that it is time 

saving to handle bolts without the labels. Perhaps 

in his effort to save the sales person's time so she 

can serve two or more additional customers in a day 

and thereby increase business, he is actually losing 

sales because of dissatisfied customers. Practices 

like this discourage the manufacturer from labeling 
and prevent consumers from obtaining vital and highly 

desirable information. 

The situation, then, which the consumer faces 

in retail stores varies widely, depending on all the 

aforementioned factors. The information may be truthful, 



unintentionally incorreot, or purposefully rnisleding. 
This situation may exist beosuse of the indifference 
or ignorance of sales persons, the policy of the store, 

or the manufacturer's neglect to label. That this is 

the situation the consumer faces was determined by the 

surveys made in this study. 

What the consumer actually wants and her day-by- 

day experiences with labeling were determined by the 

questionnaires. Of the 324 questionnaires sont out, 

200 or 61.7 per cent were returned. Sixty-six or 62.9 

per cent questionnaires were returned from the 105 

sent to the rural women under extension service. 

Thirty-six or 60 per cent of the questionnaires were 

returned from the 60 sent to the women from the adult 

education classes in sewing. Eighty-one or 57.4 per 

cent of the questionnaires wore returned from the 142 

sent to faculty wives. Seventeen or 100 per cent of 

the 17 questionnaires issued to college women3 were re- 

turned. These facts would seem to indicate that col- 

lego women have a greater interest in labeling than 

have the other three groups. However, the high per- 

centage of returned questionnaires was probably due 

to the personal contact involved in issuing them. 

Thee figures would also seem to suggest that the 
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rural women were more interested in labeling than were 

Thculty wives. It was not the purpose of this study, 

however, to make comparisons among tIeso four groups. 

In order to do so it would be necessary to issue a 

greater number oÍ' questionnaires in evenly divided 

numbers to each of the groups. The main purpose of 

this study is to discover how the present form of 

labeling affects the consumer in general and what she 

wants in future labeling. flonie sewerR were chosen to 

represent the coneutner in this study as it was felt 

they would have more contset with the labeling of 

rayon and cotton piece goods. The four groups were 

used merely to obtain a representative cross section 

of opinion and hereafter shall be considered in thin 

study as a single group of home sewers or consumers. 

The results of the questionnaires are shown 

on the fifteen charts distributed throughout Chapter 

III. iach question was chsrted seonrately in arriar 

to facilitate immediate reference in reading. 
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C}ART I 

IMOUNT OF SEWING D0E 

umber Peroentag 
Question Answer of women of women 

low rauch home sewing much 110 55.0 
do you do? little 86 43.0 

none 2.0 

Total 200 100,0 

Only four or 2 por cent of the women do no 

sewing at all. Evidently these women purchase goods, 

however, as they filled in the questionnaire. It 

is assumed that the other 19t women or 98 per cent 

have either high or medium interest ui labeling be- 

cause of their close contact with it. 

CHART II 

INTEREST IN LABELS 

Number Porcmtage 
Question _Answer of women of women 

Do you look ror a no answer 4 2.0 
label on rayon or always 127 63.5 
cotton piece goods? seldom 65 31.5 

never -i 2.0 

Total 200 100.0 

More than half the women, 63.5 per cent, always 

look for a label on piece goods before purchasing, 

while the total number that look for a label seldom 
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or never is 33.5 per cent. Nearly twice s many women 

look for a label as those who do not. The figure 

points out thst most of the women want to examine 

isbols before purchasing. 'his fqct does not coincide 

with th opinions of nianufseturers, whose letters 
indicate that they think consumers buy relying entirely 
on the retail store for ssurance of quality in fabric, 

CHAItT III 
SPECII?IC INFORMATION WANTED ON LABELS 

Number Percentage 
Question Quality of women of women 

What type of o answer 4 2.0 
inforrìation do preshrunk 191 95.5 
you look for on color-fastness 
these labels? to washing 190 95.0 

oolor-fastness 
to suri 195 92.5 

instructions 
for onro 173 86.5 

crease resist- 
ence 118 59.0 

fiber content 106 53.0 
manufacturer' 

name 93 46.5 
number of threads 
per inch 87 43.5 

water repellency 70 35.0 
wilt resistance 48 24.0 

The forni outstanding items the women seek on 

labels include 5.nformation about residual shrinkage, 

color-fastness to washing and sun, and instructions 



for care. The first two items mentioned were rated 

by 95 per cent of the women as most important. Some 

aianufìoturers have recognized this fact as shown by 

their labels. The labels in Plate II are examples of 

the effort sorne manufacturers are making toward informa- 

tive labeling as a result of an awakening to consumer 

interest. In comparison to the lack of labeling or 

inadequate labeling for some fabrics these labels are 

excellent. But the number of such labels is few. 

Crease resistance and fiber content are two 

qualities which a little more than half the women seek 

in purchasing goods. It is interesting that the 

Federal Trade Commission places much stress on fiber 

content, while the consumers did not rate this as 

such important information, giving it only a 53 per 

cent rating. Finishes for orease resistance are com- 

paratively new developments. Its over-the-half-way 

rating of 59 per cent indicates how quickly the con- 

sumer can be educated. Fvery manufacturer stressed 

that the weight which their name or brand carried 

with the consumer was of prime importance. Yet the 

consumer rated the name seventh on 

the list, with 46.5 per cent of the total number 

checking it. Eighty-seven consumers, 43.5 per cent, 

rated the number of threads 2er inch as desirable 
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information on a label. This type of information is 

considered by inanufsoturora as "highly technical.' 

They wish to avoid printing 8UOh facts on labels. 

It is rather interesting that almost as many women 

ranked this technicaitt data as desirable on labels 

as they did the manufacturer's name. 

Approximately one-third, 35 per cent, of the 

women ranked water repellency as a quality which they 

look for on labels. Twenty-four per cent of the con- 

sumers look for facts as to wilt resistance on their 

labels. The reason for the low ranks on these two 

qualities is probably that the fabrics are purchased 

for a oarticular purpose. 

CHART IV 

INTERPRETATION 0F LABELS 

Number Percentage 
Question Answer of women of women 

Do you find it no answer 22 11.0 
difficult to always 41 20.5 
interpret labeling seldom 126 63.0 
on rayon and never 11 5.5 
cotton piece 
&oods? Total 200 100.0 

The fact that only 5.5 per cent of tba women 

never encounter trouble in interpreting labels 

indicates that there are countless occasions when 



labeling needs clarification. More than half the 

women, 63 per cent, have little trouble in inter- 

preting available labeling on piece goods. One- 

fifth of the women, 20.5 per cent, a].ways have dif- 
ficulty in understanding labels. This number points 
out either a lack of consumer education or the prev- 

alence of badly worded labels. 

CHART V 

NUBER 0 LABELS SAVED 

Number Percentage 
Question Answer of women of women 

Do rou save no answer 2 1,0 
labels or write always 50 25.0 
down information seldom 82 41.0 
secured from never 66 33,0 
sales persons 
for future ref- Total 200 100,0 
erence in caring 
for the garment 
or making a new 
purohase?__ ________________________ 

One-fourth, 25 per cent, of the women usually 

save labels from their piece goods to facilitate 

shopping. Seventy-four per cent, however, do not 

follow this practice. As this is a helpful procedure 

and one way of definitely checking on fabric qualities, 

it is perhaps a field for activating consumer educa- 

tion, One difficulty which may be encountered in 
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attempting to do thi8 with piece goods is thst when 

labels are available there is usually only one lbel 

to bolt of 36 yards. Five to ten consumers may 

purchase rardage from the sme bolt. Few consumers 

will trouble to trnsfor the data on the one label 

to another paper for reference. Doubtless the home 

sewers in this study answered question number five 

after taking Into consideration garrcent labels as 

well s fabric labels, 

CUAÌT VI 

ThUTHFULNESS OF LABELS 

Number Perc&itage 
Question Answer of women of women 

Have you found no answer 21 10.5 
any labels ori many 5 2.5 
rayon or cotton few 98 49,0 
piece goods none 76 38.0 
which do not tell 
the truth about Total 200 100.0 
the qualities of 
the fabric as 
proved by wear? 

Inì most cases the information printed ori labels 

proves to be accurate. Eighty-seven per cent of the 

women found few or no labels which proved to be un- 

truthful. This coincides with the sales person's 

willingness to guarantee a fabric as to any quality 



when she is assured by a label. This also indicates 

that the msnufscturor'a teats are of valuo. 

CHART VII 

COMPARISON OF QUALITIES OF LABELED AND UNLABELED GOODS 

Nwnber Perc'i tage 
uestion Answer of women of women 

Do you find that no answer 11 5.5 
labeled rayon and yea 128 64.0 
cotton piece goods no 5 2.5 
tond to have bet- don't know 56 28,0 
ter qualities than 
unlabeled ones? Total 200 100.0 

Only 2.5 per cent of the women have not found 

labeled goods to have better qualities than unlabeled 

ones, Over half the women, 64 per cnt, seemed to 

think that labeled goods are of better quality than 

unlabeled ones, while 28 per cent of the consumers 

were doubtful, There is value, then, in labeling. 

Or perhaps the real fact is that manufacturers pro- 

ducing quality goods are willing to label them. The 

28 per cent who did not know about the comparative 

qualitle of these two fields of goods labeled and 

unlabeled, represent one of the reasons manufacturers 

are hesitant to establish labeling programs. They are 

not sure that the consumer will use the labels. If 
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the consumer does not do so, as shown by increased 

se les, there 18 no profit in it for the COmpany. 

OIIART VIII 

VALUE IN DESCRIPTIVE LABELING 

Number Per tge 
Question Answer of women of women 

Do you feel there no answer 14 7.0 
is v lue In th nruch 4. 5 

descriptive words some 71 35.5 
on a lbe1 which. none 106 53.0 
do not give any 
specific thforma- Totsi 200 100.0 
tion as to per- 
f ormance of the 
fabric? 

Over ha1. the women, 53 per cent, rated descrip- 

tive labeling as having no value to them. Thirty..f ive 

per cent rated this type of labeling as having some 

value. Only nine women, or 4.5 per cent, felt there 

was much to be gained from descriptive labeling. This 

expresses the desire of the women for facts not d.escrip- 

tive labeling. Many of the manufacturers, according 

to their letters however, do not recognize the con- 

sumerst need for facts. They depend instead on a 

trade merk alone. Several of the letters referred 

to company advertising s means for conveying the 

specific qualities maintained by their fabrics to the 

consumer. If the edvertising issued by the fabric 



manut'acturers is examined, lt will be found that the 

major part is composed of emotionally-toned, descrip- 

tive statements. From this situation it is evident 

that the manufacturers sre not giving women facts 

about their merchandise either indirectlj through ad- 

vertising or directly through labeling. 

CH?RT IX 

GENERAL TYPE OF INFORMATION WANTED ON LABELS 

Number Percentage 
Question Answer of women of women 

Do you want more no answer 7 3.5 
definite informa- yes 175 86.5 
tion on labels of no 6 3,0 
cotton arid rayon not interested 12 6.0 
piece goods? 

Total 200 100.0 

Question nine merely elucidates question eight. 

It is quite evident from the fact that 175 women or 

86.5 per cent desire more definite information ori 

labels, that manufacturers must not be giving con- 

aunera the kind of Information that they want, Six 

women or 3 per cent feel that the present labeling 

is adequate. Twelve women or 6 per cent are not in- 

terested. Again, these women represent one of the 

reasons labeling has not progressed at the pace it 

should. 
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CHART X 

NEED POR LABELING ON RAVON AND COTTON PIECE GOODS 

Number Percentage 
Question Answer of women of women 

Do you think there no answer 8 4.0 
is a need for more much more 128 64.0 
labeling of rayon sorno more 57 28.0 
and cotton piece no more 7 3.5 
goods? 

Total 200 100.0 

Sixty-four per cent of the women desire much 

more labeling of rayon and cotton piece goods. 

Twenty-eight per cent want some more labeling, while 

only 3.5 per cent consider the present labeling to 

be adequate. It is interesting to compare the last 

items in Chart IX and Chart X. Even though 12 women 

were not interested in labeling, only 7 felt there 

was rio need for further labeling. From the preceding 

data it is evident that manufacturers need to increase 

labeling as well as to make it more definite in nature. 
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COMMERCIAL TESTING BUREAUS' GUARANTEES 

Number Perctage 
Question Answer of women of women 

Do you feel that no answer 18 9.0 
commercial test- yea 169 84.5 
ing bureaus' no 13 6.5 
guarentees of 
quality are a Total 200 100.0 
good standard 
on which to 
base purchases? 

Eighteen women or 9 per cent f1led to answer 

this question, which indicates that commercial testing 

bureaus and their activities are not universally known. 

The majority of the women or 84.5 per cent place their 

faith in commercial testing bureaus' guarantees. 

Thirteen or 6.5 per cent of the women had reason to 

mark this question 1no.tt Manufacturers should realize 

this and make the tests which their fabrics undergo 

known to the public. The consumer places great faith 

in laboratory tests and guarantees of quality which 

go with such tests. The danger in this practice is 

that fabrics which do not have high standards will be 

labeled Th1se1j and thereby reduce the consunier's 

trust in such guarantees. 



CHART XII 

AMOUNT OF INFORMATION SEOURED FROM SALES PERSON 
IN ABSENCE OF LABEL 

Number Percentage 
Question Answer of women of women 

How rrm.ch informa- no answer 4 2.0 
tion have ou much 13 6.5 
been able to little 160 80.0 
secure from sales none 23 11.5 
persons about 
rayon or cotton Total 200 100.0 
piece goods when 
there was no 
label on the 
f abr io? 

Thirteen or 6.5 por cent of the women secure 

muon information about unlabeled fabrics. The 

majority or 80 per cent aro able to gem little in- 

formation from the sales person, while 11.5 per cent 

are not able to secure any information. These figures 
indicate that labels are veri important in relaying 
facts to the consumer, If 91.5 per cent of the women 

were able to secure little or no information from the 

s1es person, the only way to convey such information 

is for the manufacturer to mark his goods with an 

informative label. The survey found that sales people 

stated time after time that they were given no informa- 

tion about the materials they were selling. This fact 



agrees with the results of the questionnaire tabula- 

tions on Chart XII. 

CHART XIII 
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TRUThFULNESS OF INFORMATION SECURED FROM SALES PERSONS 

Number ?erccmtage 
Question Answer of women of women 

How truthful does no answer 34 17.0 
this information true 24 1.2,0 

(receivetì from partly true 136 68.0 
sales persons) untrue 6 3.0 
prove to be? 

Total 200 100.0 

The high percentage of women who did not answer 

this question was probably due to the fact that many 

do not receive any information from sales persons. 

0f those who did answer, however, 12 per cent feel 

that the information is true. The majoriti, B per 

cent, consider such information as partly true, while 

3 per cent of the women find it generally untrue. 

These figures line up with the conclusions of the 

survey, that the amount and truthfulness of informa- 

tiori received from sales people depends on niany vari- 

ables. In sking a question no consumer could expect 

to receive exactly the same answer from two different 

sales persons even if they worked In the same 

departrient. 
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CHART XIV 

BASIS FOR MAKING A PURCHASE 

Number Percentage 
Question Answer of 'ornen of oaien 

ilow do ou no answer 1 .5 
prefer to on the basis of 
make a labels 82 41.0 
purchase? on the basts of 

sales person's 
comments 5 2.5 

on the basis of 
a combination 
of both 112 56.0 

Total 200 100.0 

Eighty-two or 41 per cent of the women prefer 
to mske their purchases on the besis of labels alone, 
while 56 per cent prefer to use infortiation both from 

labels and from sales persons. This indicates that 
more thsn half the women place some faith in the udg- 

mont of sales persons. If the sales persons have no 

way of knowing the qualities of the fabric, as dis- 
covered in most cases by the survey, then the con- 

sumers' trust is misplaced. This fact would seem to 
suggest that not only does adequate labeling need to 
be adopted but also that a training course for the 

sales person on Cabrio qualities should be provided. 
It is interesting to note that in Chart XIII 12 per 
cent of the women rated sales persons' information 
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as truthful; yet in Chart XIV only 2.5 per cent declared 

that they would use sales person& informstion as the 

sole bssls for purchasing fabrics. 

CHART XV 

CONSUMER COMPREHENSION OF TERMS USED IN LABELING 

Number Percentage 
Question Terms of women of women 

Check the terms Sanforized 200 100,0 
which you Mercerized 185 92.5 
understand. Sizing 184 92.0 

Thread Count 175 87.5 
Vat colors 1'74 87.0 
Tensile strength 131 65.5 
Evergiaz 120 60.0 
Sanforset 27 13.5 
Belimanized 23 11.5 
Noedlized finish 16 8.0 

These terms used on labels were chosen at random 

from the many finishes and. processes used on rsyon and 

cotton piece goods. The purpose of having them in the 

questionnaire ws to determine just how many consumers 

actually understand such terms. 11 the women under- 

stand the word ttSanforizodfl This shows what the process 

of consumer education can accomplish. The Sanforizing 
process is s comparatively recent development. It 
stands to reason that if the consumer is educated 

on the newer terms in the textile field, such as 
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"Saflforset," Tt13eUmarxized, and "Needlized F1nth," 

they will learn their meanings as well as they have 

the meaning of tSanforizod.I Evergiaz is a finish 

which is becoming well known. Sixty per cent of the 

women understand it. Mercerized is a well-estsbliahed 

finish, as proved by the fact that 92.5 per cent of 

the women mderstand the term. Sizing, thread count, 

and tensile strength, which are all the so-celled 

"technical terms" which manufacturers svoid, rated 

high in percentage of recognition. Sizing is under- 

stood by 92 per cent of the women; thread count by 
87.5 per cent; vat colors by 87 per cent; and tensile 

strength by 65.5 per cent. This indicates that the 

manufacturer is underestimating the consumer's intel- 

ligence or her ability to keep abreast of developments 

in the textile field. She can understarid a label con- 

taining fundamental textile terms. Vith consumer 

education, the remaining women could be taught the 

four or five fundamental terms which are considered 

somewhat technical. 

The last question on the questionnaire gave the 

home sewer an opportunity to voice her opinion about 
labeling without being confined to checks and spaces. 

Over one-third of the women, 34.5 per cent, chose to 

make a comment. Their experiences and opinions on 
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labeling were highly interesting. ì1any of these will 

be found in the appendix. To summarize their feelings 

toward labeling in a few words it could be said that 

they want more labeling of an informative nature. 

They feel definite lack of labeling especially in 

rayon piece goods. Sad experiences have taught them 

not to rely wholly on the sales p5fl5 assurances. 

Some women suggested that a uniform method of labeling 

be adopted. They also asked for labeling terms which 

they can understand. 

This chapter has dealt with the findings of the 

study. The manufacturers' letters indicate that they 

have high quality fabrics which are constantly tested, 

but that they expect the consumer to recognize this 

fact from their trade name or brand. They do not 

feel it necessary to "burden" the consumer with 

technical" data which she does not understand. 

The survey made in retail stores shows that 

there is a definite lack of infortriation which the con- 

sumer can use for a basis when purchasing rayon and 

cotton piece goods. Commonly used labels are not in- 

formative. The amount and truthfulness of information 

received from sales persons varies widely in different 

situations and with different people. Sales people, 

in general, advocate more labeling. The other 
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conclusion drawn fron this phase of the study was that 

the policies of retail stores vry. Sorne practices 

which stores employ are excellent and others poor. 

Stores of good repute do not necessarily have the 

desirable practices in regard to labeling. 

The questionnaires, in general then, disclosed 

two important facts. Consumers understand more tech- 

nical terms than they are given credit for comprehend- 

trìg. They want more labeling with specific facts as 

to the quality of the fabric stated in a language which 

they can understand. 
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CHAPTER IV 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Much effort has been put forth to further label- 

Ing in the textile industry. The oomplicted set-up 

of the industry itself hinders the rapid acceptance of 

a wideproRd prorarn in labe1in. It is universally 

agreed thst more and better labeling should be insti- 

tuted, but who should do it and how it should be done 

cannot be determined; hence, the multitude of disputes 

and delays over labeling. 

The textile industry will furnish adequate 
labeling on fabrics, however, if the consumer will 

demand it. As determined by this study, an informa- 

tive or fully adequate label on rayon or cotton piece 

goods would contain the following information: 

1. What the fabric will do. 
This is of prime importance to the consumer. 
This heading includes color-fastness to sun 
and washing, the vrious finishes applied 
to the fabric, and any characteristics which 

will affect the fabric's performance in wear. 

2. How to caro for the fabric. 
Wen ehouldThi tTd how to launder a fabric 
and at what temperature it should be ironed. 
Many fabrics lose their beauty after a few 
washings because of improper handling. If 
the fabric should be dry cleaned, the con- 
sumer should be so informed. 
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3, Fiber content. 
Fibér blends are confusing to the average 
consumer. She has a right to know for 
what she is paying. 

4. Manufactui'er's naine and address. 
This item enables the consumer to attributo 
low quality fabrics as well as high quality 
fabrics to their rightful producers. 

The information in this ideal informative label should 

be presented in terms which the average consumar can 

understand. 

Consumers want more informative labeling. Whether 

they get it or not depends on one thing: they must 

demand and insist upon it. When informative labeling 

is widely practiced, a great step will have been taken 

toward social progress. 

This study could be furthered by issuing ques- 

tionnaires to an equal number of college women and 

homemakers interested in sewing and in making n corri- 

parison of the answers. In this manner the effect which 
college education has upon the consumer's interest and 

understanding of labeling could be judged. Another 

study might delve into the various methods of labeling, 

such as: tags, salvage printing, paper bandings, and 

end pieces on fabric bolts. Consumer preferences in 

regard to this phase of labeling could then be deter- 

rriined. 
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It Is the writer's suggestion that such further 

studies should be made In the interest of good label- 

ing progress. 
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APPENDIX 

Waldo Hall 
Oregon State College 
Corvallis, Oregon 
Jime 18, 1948 

Mooresville Mills 
350 Fifth Avenue 
New York 1, N. Y. 

Dear Sir: 

In making a study of the 1abelln, of rayon and 
cotton piece goods, my attention has been drawn to 
your fabric manufacturing concern. 

I am interested in knowing your reactions as 
to the amount and kind of information you feel is 
necessary on labels. What are your views on consumer 
interest or non-interest in labeling? Are there any 
specific tests which your fabrics must pass before 
putting them on the market? If so, do you deem it 
important that the ultimate consumer should receive 
this information? 

I will certainly appreciste any assistance 
you can give me by answering these questions. En- 
closed is a self-addressed stamped envelope for 
answer. 

Sincerely yours, 

(Signed) Aloene Neoly 

(Miss) Aleeno Neely 



BAT1S MkNIJFACTIJRING COUPANY 

Laboratory 

P.O. Box 591 

Lewiston, Maine 

Miss Aleene Neely 
Snell hail, O. S. C. 
Corvallis, Oregon 

Dear Miss Neely: 

Your inquiry of May 18 was forwarded hero to the 
Bates Quality Control Department for reply. 

Our "I3LT" guarantee is a statement of respons- 
ibility, and is the resu lt of our policy to make and 
sell only the highest quality which i practical within 
the limitations of the art and science of fabric pro- 
duction, within the class of fabric, design, or color 
represented. We have avoided for the most part the 
use of such loose and often misleading terms as "light- 
fast," etc., as those have no meaning un- 
less tied down to some involved technical specifica- 
tion which is of litt1 interest to the customer. 

As to the basic fabrics, the constructions 
themselves are limiting, but our extensive control 
programe operate to assure that each type is up to 
the highest practical standards, and that any ac- 
cidentally faulty merchandise is segregated in the 
grading and disposed of separately. 

For the finished goods wo again test every pro- 
duction lot in the laboratory end occasionally supple- 
mont this with service tests. Due to the great variety 
of shades and pattern effects, there cari be no general 
standard. Dyestuffs are very individual in their be- 
havior. Stylists' end consumers' preferences are very 
exacting as to shades and patterns, and these limit 
the degrees of fastness obtainable. 

The b.L.T. guarantee means that we have avoided 
those shades and pattern effects which cannot be ob- 
tathed with a reasonably satisfactory level of 



fastness, and that the merchandise which bears that 
label has been prooesed by tho best methods and with 
the best dyestuffs suitable for that shade and style. 
Wo keep close oontsct with finishers and dyestuff 
manufacturers so that as improvements come along we 
can be the first to adopt theu. 

Our tests includo fastness to light, laundering, 
dry cleaning, pressing, crocking, perspiration, etc. 
as pertaining to color, and strength, slippage, 
shrinkage, abrasion, etc. as pertaining to fabric. 
Where applicable we use equipment and procedures 
adopted by the Bureau of Standards, American Society 
for Testing Materials, and American Association of 
Textile Chemists and Colorists, and we are active in 
the work of these oups in devising more reliable 
and significant tests. 

As to labeling, wo feel that the policy behind 
our simple 13.L.T. guarantee is after all what really 
counts, and that it would only confuse the purchaser 
to have to be guided by technical statements and 
specifications. Even large buyers and garment man- 
ufacturers who operate their own laboratories have 
learned the meaning of "BLT and 3eldom bring up any 
technical pointa. When they do, we can match facts 
and figures with the best of them, but see no point 
in bothering anyone with these dotils unless they 
are really interested. 

We could probably drop the B.LT. guarantee 
today and continue with just the assurance afforded 
by the Bates name, but it does have the value of as- 
sociatiori and there is no real reason to drop it 
either. I imagine that a firm less well known, or 
one who hasn't always been so strict in quality mat 
tors over a course of years, 'night have to be a lot 
more specific in their labeling. 

I hope that this information will be of some 
assistance to you, and am sorry for the delay in 
reply. 

!ours very truly, 
BATES MANuFACTURING CO. 

(Signed) R. D. Wells 



AMERICAN VISCOSE CORPORATION 

350 Fifth venue 

New York 1, N. Y. 

June 2, 1948 

Miss Aleene Neely 
Snell Hall 
Oreon State Co11ee 
Corvallis, Oregon 

Dear Miss Neely: 

We aro enclosing e leaflet on infortaative 
labels and a brochure, "What Consumer3 Want to Know 
About Jlabrics,?I which was based on a study made by 
the New York University School of Retailing. Since 
the 'Crown" Tested ProgrRni was terminated over a 
year ago, any information about it would be obsolete. 

The AmericRn Viscose Corporation feels that 
the testing of finished ftbrics is extremely important 
for the protection of the retailer 83 well s for the 
consumer, and we wish to do everything we can to en- 
courage labeling. The "Crown' Tested Program was 
ended, not because we no longer believe in testing 
and labeling fabrics, but because we feel that it i 
a job which now belongs to the converter, dyer, and 
finisher. 

We hope that the enclosed material will be of 
help to you in writing your thesis. 

Sincerely ycurs, 

(Signed) Elaine Geiger Lampert 
EGL:NH Consumer Service 
Eno losures 



MOORESVIILE MILLS 

350 FIfth Avenue 
Nev York 1, N. Y. 

Apparel Fabrics Division 

June 23, 1948 

Miss Aleene Nee1r 
Waldo Hall 
Oregon State College 
Corvallis, Oregon 

Dear Miss Neely: 

0M 

We are in receipt of your letter of the 18th 
and note with interest ycur questions concerning the 
use of labels in exti1e products nd their relation- 
ship to promoting sEles of the fabrics and garments 
to the ultitnate consumer. In reference to the amount 
and kind of Information appearing on labels, we are 
following a policy of g1vin a iriiriirnum amount of in- 
formation, but yet telling the consuuier the maximum 
or most potent selling point of the fabric. We are 
enclosing herewith ' sample of hang ticket which 
is used on moat garrients cut from our fabrics in the 
tiens and boys sportswear field. You will note lt 
has only one punch line, narnelr; "Washable Rayon 
Fabric.' We believe that catches the consumerst 
interest quicker than having a deti1ed outline of 
technicnl points which in most cases would not be 
understood by the average consumer and consequently 
of little interest. Vie definitely feel that the 
present dey consumers are brand conscious and beccuse 
of this we feel that the point of labels, hang tickets, 
and other mediums of promoting branded merchandise 
tied in with quality is of great importance in pro- 
moting the s1e of textile goods. 
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interest to the consumer because they sra in technical 
language and would not be understood by them. However, 
it is good to let the customer know through the medium 
of advertising that the goods have passed rigid stan- 
dards. 

We hope th*t the above information has answered 
your questions and appreciate your interest in our 
fabrics. 

Very truly yours, 

EW.1:EM (Signed) E. «. MoLeod 
Eno losure 
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KLEIN FABRICS CORPORATION 

1071. Avenue ot the Americas 
at 

41st Street, Ne, York, 18, N.Y. 

Jurie 24, 1948 

Mt8t3 Aleone Neely 
a1do Hall, 3.S.C. 

Corvallis, Oregon 

Deer Miss Neely: 

Answering your letter )f June eighteenth, we 
do believe thet the consumers íre interested in know- 
Ing just what ì in the fabric they re contemplating 
buy Ing. 

A you no doubt know, there * re rnarir mixtures 
of yarns todar, such as Viccse Rçon, Acetse Ron, 
Spun Rayon, Aralac, etc. In adaition to this, Silks 
re now Taek in the picture, nd we feel that the 

consutaors would like to know sotiething more about 
the fabric than just its feel arid appeaance. By 
the sanie token, however, it is also the writer's 
opinion that there are ivany consumers who aro not 
at all thteres!ed in the yarns used in the weaving 
of a fabric, relying entirely upon the store at which 
they make the purchase for assurances that the fabric 
will give complete satisfaction. It would be our 
opinion that at least helf of the women buying fabrics 
over the counter are in this category. 

In conclusion, we don't feel that it Is to 
important that the consumers receive too much informa- 
tion about a given fabric, as most of them are not 
interested since the information is generally of too 
technical a nature for them to understand it. Such 
information as to the washability of the fabric, 
whether it be Cotton, Rayon or Silk, Is in our 
opinion desirable. 

Very truly yours, 
KLEIN FABRICS CORPORATION 

FK:TN (Signed) Fred Klein, President 



HESS, GOLDSMITH & CO, ThC. 

1400 Broadway 
New York 18, N.Y. 

Jurie 24, 1948 

iss Aleone Neely 
W9ldo Hall 
Oregon State College 
Corvallis, Oregon 

Dear Miss Neely: 

Your letter of June 18 has been brought to my 
attention and I will try to be as helpful as I can. 
The question th8t you bring up is important and can 
provoke a very long and involved discussion, but I 
will try to be brief and cover its most salient points. 

We feel that a certain amount and a certain 
kind of information is necessary and advisable. How-. 
ever, the great tendency has been to give the consumer 
information that becomes entirely confusing because it 
is either incomplete or too involved. I think that 
primarily a consumer is on1 interested in what a 
fabric will do,. and she should be told that a fabric 
is washable when it is, dry cleanable, etc. The ques- 
tion of yarn content is in my opinion not important 
except in the fact that it might prevent misreprosenta- 
tion, but if a fabric is wool and rayon and still gives 
serviceability, it is more important than an all wool 
fabric that does not. 

In many cases there are too many labels on one 
garment right now, and therefore, the effectiveness of 
each one is minimized. I think that the consumer's 
interest in labeling is as stated above, centered 
primarily in what the fabric will do and not what it 
is made of, and rightly so. Wherever we sell a fabric 
as washsble it is put through exhaustive tests before 
being marketed, and when it passes these tests it is 
sold and labeLed a' a washable fabric. That 
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information should definitely be passed on to the 
consumer as should any information of a similar 
nature. 

As stated above, the question is rather involved 
and can become very technical, but I think the meat of 
the problem is covered briefly, and will, I trust, be 
of help to you. 

Very truly yours, 

HESS, GOLDSMITh CO., INC. 

(Signed) Louis J. Brenner 
LJB:RW General Sales Manager 



GOODMAN & THEISE, INC. 

3 East 40 Street 
New York 16, N.Y. 

June 26, 1948 

Miss Jleene Neely, 
Waldo Hall, 
Oregon State College, 
Corvallis, Oreon. 

Dear Miss Neely: 
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Ve thank you for your interest and tnqUi27 oorx 
tamed in your letter of June lB. 

As is evident from our extensive advertising, 
we are firm believers of branded merchandise which must 
be backed up by high quality and high standard fabrics 
and workmanship. To do so, our products are all sub- 
jected to rigid tests to assure they meet all necessary 
requisites of the end use. How else could we live up 
to the claims of our advertising? 

The natural sequence is the proper labeling, 
carrying the trade mark or identification of the 
branded name which brings immediate recognition to 
the consumer when he sees it. Additional labeling 
information as to the name is desirable 
with reliable stores whose nades carry weight. As 
for tickets advising contents, these are covered by 
iederal law. 

In answer to your question - is it important 
for the ultimate consumer to receive this information; 
we firmly believe he should, hence our advertising 
which fully informs him of our products, its contents 
and serviceability. 

I trust we have been heinful In supplying you 
with the information you desire. 

Very truly yours, 

AML:AG GOODMAN & THEISE, INC. 
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You were suggested to me by 
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Snell Hal]. 
Oregon Stato College 
Corvallis, Oregon 

as being interested in homo sewing. For this reason, 

I feel that you have had the buying experiences to 

help aie in a study of the labeling of rayon and cot- 

ton piece goods. gould you be willing to help by 

filling out the enclosed questionnaire and sending 

it to me as soon as convenient? 

I certainly will appreciate your cooperation 

in doing this for me. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aleone Neely 
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1. How much home sewing do you do? 

much , little , none____ 

2. Do you look for a label on rayon or cotton piece 
goods before purchasing? 

always , seldom , never____ 

3. Whet type of information do you look for on these 
labe is? 

manufact'irer' s name____ 
fiber content____ 
instructions for care____ 
number of threads por inch____ 
color fastness to sun , toweshing____ 
special finishes such as: 

preshrunk____ 
crease resistance____ 
wilt resistance____ 
water repellency____ 

4. Do you find it diffIcult to interpret labeling on 
rayon and cotton piece goods? 

always , seldom , never____ 

5. Do you save labels or write down information secured 
from sales persons for future reference in caring 
for the garment or making n new purchase? 

always , seldom , never____ 

6. Have you found any labels on rajon or cotton piece 
goods which do not tell the truth about the qual- 
ittes of the fabric as proved by wenr? 

many , few , none____ 

V7 Do you find that labeled rayon and cotton piece 
goods tend to have better qualities than unlabeled 
ones? 

yes , no , don't know____ 
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8. Do you fool there is value in the descriptive words 
on a labol which do not give any specific informa- 
tiori as to performance of the fabric? 

much , some , none____ 

9. Do you want more definite information on labels 
of cotton and radon picco goods? 

yes 
, 
no , riot interested____ 

10. Do you think there is a need for more labeling of 
rayon and cotton piece ¿,00ds? 

much more , sorne more , no more____ 

11. Do you feel that commercial testing bureaus' 
guarantee of quality is a good standard on which 
to base purchases? 

yes , no____ 

12, How much ìnformation have you been able to secure 
from sales persons about rayon or cotton piece 
goods when there was no label on fabric? 

much , little _, none____ 

13. How truthful does this information prove to be? 

true , partly true , untrue_ 

14. How do you prefer to make a purchase? 

on the basis of labels____ 
on the basis of sales persones statements____ 
on the basis of a combination of both____ 

15. Check the terms which you widerstand: 

Sant onz ed____ 
Everglaze_ 
Sariforset____ 
Be llrnanized____ 
Needlized. Finish____ 

Vat colors 
M ercer i z ed_____ 
Sizing____ 
Tensile strength____ 
Thread count____ 

16. If :you have any further comment to make about label- 
Ing of rayon or cotton piece goods, please write 
it here. 
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TYPICAL COMMENTS MADE BY CONSUMERS IN ANSWER 
PO NUMBER SIXTEEN OF' QUESTIONNAIRE 

1. A s1es person who hs worked long enough 
to really know cloth is of great help to me in pur- 
chasing goods. However, if I sm not sure of her 
knowledge, I rely on my own as well as hers. 

2. Having had little college training in tex- 
tiles nd clothing I find that I do not have adequate 
knowledge in iany cases to decide for myself on the 
value or worthiness of yardage. I do not feel that 
the labels are complete enough tri most cases, and 
there are o iisny times that there are no labels that 
I can find. The sales persons tare so rushed and do 
not seen to "enjoy" taking the time to give o the 
information I need, This of course, is a temporary 
condition which will probably in a few yeirs solve 
itself. 

3. With the new rnatcrials that are appearing 
on the niarket I feel we need tnore detiiled descriptions 
of the material. There re also certain questions that 
every label should answer instead of just stating that 
the uiaterial is Sanforized or iave only a trade nsnie 

and rio information, If they can't put it on the label 
at least the sales people should be able to furnish 
the answers through some instructions from the manu- 
facturer. Perhaps they could furnish the sales people 
with a booklet on the materiel. I don't read a label 
half the timo because I can't fiad one. They are hid- 
den in sudi obscure spots and about a fourth of the 
tirrie they give no inforation when you do find them. 

4. I'd like to get a label with each piece of 
material I buy so I could check the performance with 
the claims of the manufacturer and the guarantee, 
I'd like to see terris standardized and less trade 
mark labeling. I'd like to buy from clerks who know 
more about what they are selling. I hate sales talk 
instead of information. I wish there could be a 

standard color guidc (since I buy a great deal from 
mail order), 50 I could order a print, a plain piece, 
the thread and buttons snd have them match, 
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5. I find in the average store very few sales 
people who know the stock well enough to be able to 
assure the customer of materials' wearing and washing 
properties. Certainly the manufacturer's own labels 
would be more reliable and in addition, would be 
written rather than oral so that the purchaser would 
have something to file away for future reference. 

6. I'd like to have more information about 
rayon fibers such as acetate and viscose and how they 
should be laundered and ironed. 

7, I think the labels should be placed where 
they can be observed easily along with the price. I 
think that I should be more observing, and that if 
people were better informed about labeling they would 
demand goods be labeled with the information suggested 
tri question three. 

8. We need much more universal use of labeling, 
but even more, we need uniformity of terms used and 
their meaning so that the consumer can acquaint herself 
with such information. 

9. I had rather trust the goods with commercial 
testing bureaus' guarantees than those with no 
guarantee. 

lo. i feel that there is indeed a great need for 
more informative labeling on materials of all kinds, 
and if public interest and demand become groat enough 
rnanuíacturers will be willing to furnish the informa- 
tion desired. rfo me labels are a much more reliable 
source of information than sales persons who can not 
be expected to know all the facts about each bolt of 
material unless that information has been given them 
by the manufacturera. Other than occasional labels 
found on ready-made garments, I have been able to get 
practically no information on materials. Why couldn't 
all materials, including woolens, be preshrunk? This 
would save a lot of time, guesswork and bother as well 
as money. 

11. The store clerks very seldom keep the tag 
with a piece of goods so that one may have ready 
access to it. 



12. Ue terms in labeling that the ordinary, 
untriinod person can understand and evaluate. 

13. I wish that when materiel is supposed to 
be fast color that it really would be fast color. 

14. I find that labels are not used as much 
now as before war times, 

15. I find most cotton wash goods fade badly 
soon after wRshing regardless of labels to the contrary. 

16. Sorry I can't be of more help. I have never 
paid ss much attention to labels as I should have. 

17. I feel there is a definite need for more 
labeling on cotton arid rayon piece goods. I think the 
terms used should be standard and easily understood. 
Perhaps there should be s chart in dry goods depart- 
ments for use of the inexperienced buyer explaining 
the terms used on the labels on cotton snd ray Ofl piece 
goods. 

18. For my part, I need to make a practice of 
using the labels. 

19. It would help 1f the sales person did know 
about the material but so often they do not seem to 
care to talk. It seems every question we ask hurts 
them to answer. Also, some just try to sell their 
products and it is difficult to toll if they aro tell- 
ing the true facts. 

20. Put labels on end of bolt where they can be 
seen when looking at materials. 

21. would like to see some educational work 
made available to home sewers--meanings of terms, etc. 

22. I have found that cotton goods are better 
labeled than rayon and that. clerks know considerably 
more about cotton goods, 

23. I wish it would be possible to label goods 
on the selvage edge or somewhere on the bolt instead 
of on the wrapper as it is usually destroyed. The 
sales persons can't expect to remember it all. 



24. The label that is woven or printed on the 
selvege is most satisfactory. 

25. With prices so high, I believe there 
should be some standard test so we could compare 
prices and labels. I had rather the sales people 
would say they didn't know about material than te].]. 

me something that is untrue. I believe it would be 
to the manufacturer's advantage to furnish the sales 
person with all information about their material. 
There should be more advertising on labels so we will 
recognize them when we see them on the materials. 
Many times labels are blurred. 

26. I believe that stores could help a great 
deal by testing their own fabrics and educating their 
piece goods clerks on such reports. One often has 
special confidence in the report of 8 clerk with whom 
she is accustomed to trade. 

27. I think all rayons and cottons should be 
honestly labeled as it would be a saving to the one 
who sews at home. There would be less wasted material 
and a neater appearance after the dress or garment was 
worn a few times. 

28. Where labels give information, I find it 
accurate. Very few give real information. Often ac- 

tuai facts are hidden or are in small print on the 
bolt of material. It would help if all labels were 
made standard as to location arid terminology. 

29. Would be most happy to see uniform system 
of labeling adopted by the industry for all yardage 
products. Any product giving the pertinent facts on 
the bolt ranks higher in the estimation of the home 
seamstress since she rarely cares to spend so much 
time or energy on inferior material or questionable 
mat er i a 1. 

30. At the present time I havenet enough con- 
fidence in any label or salesperson to proceed with- 
out precautions of my own. Just recently my daughter 
bought a piece of black gabardine (rayon) to make a 
full skirt. The salesperson assured her the material 
would not shrink. When we washed the skirt we found 
it not only shrank but faded to a grayish black and 
lost all of its "body." It was an expensive lesson to 
learn in this ers of high living costs. 
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51. Rayon fabrics labeled washable often shrink 
beyond usefulness of garment. Fabrics with such 
shrinkage would be better labeled "not washablelt re- 
gardless of the good color, appearance and general 
body of laundered product. Information regarding 
sensitivity of rayons to underarm perspiration would 
be valuable in selecting proper fabrics for blouses. 
Sotue rayons deteriorate after the first few sudsings. 

32. When shopping locall I am inclined to 
accept the sales person's statements, but where I do 
not know the sales person, I sai inclined to look for 
labels. In spite of what the labels may say about 
shrinkage and color fastness I generally wash and 
iron a small piece of the goods before making up the 
garment. If the label is of a well known brand and 
guarantees washability and color-fastness, I accept 
the statement. But an unknown brand that just says 
"washable" or "color-fast," I try out first. If there 
is not a label, I try out the material definitely. 

33. Had an interesting experience recently in 

buying glass curtains. No two sales person's stories 
were alike on the iuerits of nylon. One knew a woman 
who had had her nylon panels for six years and they 
were as good as new. I doubted that nylon panels had 
been available then, but said nothing. Then mostly 
because I could find only a very light eggshell in 
nylon, I ended by purchasing a rayon marquisette in a 

deep cream color of known brand and quality as I had 
used it before. Sorne sales persons said that nylon 
rotted readily if used on sunny windows. Others said 
that was not true. The labels did not say. All agreed 
it needs very little ironing. One said it is too wiry 
to hang well. 

34. VIe need more visible labels as to heat at 
which the material should be ironed and whether to iron 
dry or damp. 


